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Abstract
Frequency-domain scheduling, multiple antenna techniques, and rate adaptation enable next
generation orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) cellular systems such as
Long Term Evolution (LTE) to achieve significantly higher downlink spectral efficiencies. How-
ever, this comes at the expense of increased feedback overhead on the uplink. LTE uses a
pragmatic combination of several techniques to reduce the channel state feedback required by a
frequency-domain scheduler.
In subband-level feedback scheme specified in LTE, the user reduces feedback by only re-
porting the channel quality indicator (CQI) computed over groups of resource blocks called
subbands. LTE also specifies an alternate user selected subband feedback scheme, in which the
feedback overhead is reduced even further by making each user feed back the indices of the best
M subbands and only one CQI value averaged over all the M subbands. The coarse frequency
granularity of the feedback in the above schemes leads to an occasional incorrect determination
of rate by the scheduler for some resource blocks. The overall throughput of LTE depends on
the method used to generate the CQI and the statistics of the channel, which depends on the
multiple antenna technique used.
In this thesis, we develop closed-form expressions for the throughput achieved by the user
selected and subband-level CQI feedback schemes of LTE. The comprehensive analysis quan-
tifies the joint effects of four critical components on the overall system throughput, namely,
scheduler, multiple antenna mode, CQI feedback scheme, and CQI generation method. The
performance of a wide range of schedulers, namely, round robin, greedy, and proportional fair
schedulers and several multiple antenna diversity modes such as receive antenna diversity and
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open- and closed-loop transmit diversity is analyzed. The analysis clearly brings out the depen-
dence of the overall system throughput on important parameters such as number of resource
blocks per subband and the rate adaptation thresholds. The effect of the coarse subband-level
frequency granularity of feedback is explicitly captured. The analysis provides an independent
theoretical reference and a quick system parameter optimization tool to an LTE system designer.
It also helps us theoretically understand the behavior of OFDMA feedback reduction techniques
when operated under practical system constraints.
Another contribution of this thesis is a new statistical model for the effective exponential
SNR mapping (EESM), which is a highly non-linear mapping that is widely used in the design,
analysis, and simulation of OFDMA systems. The statistical model is shown to be both accurate
and analytically tractable, and plays a crucial role in facilitating the analysis of the throughput
of LTE when EESM is used to generate the CQI.
